MS Topfoam Fresh
For spotlessly clean sheds and equipment!

Dirt is the breeding ground for microorganisms (including
pathogens) and puts pressure on your business results. That is why
it is essential to thoroughly clean housing before decontamination.
And thorough cleaning is not possible without a soaking agent.

A clean living environment ensures better general health.

MS Topfoam Fresh
MS Topfoam Fresh is a powerful and foaming soak-in product with prolonged contact time.
Suitable for applications in cattle, pig and poultry farming. MS Topfoam Fresh now has an improved
formula which ensures even better results.
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The advantages of a foaming product:
Visible. You can see that all surfaces are thoroughly covered with foam
Cleans thoroughly. The foam penetrates the dirt, even when there is a high fat and protein content
Economical. A small amount of the product produces lots of foam
Contact time. The foam has powerful adhesion to surfaces
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Step-by-step plan for hygienic cleaning:
1

Thorough preparation. Remove all materials and equipment (manure, drinkers, feeders, etc.) from the
housing unit.

2

Coat all surfaces in the housing unit (and associated materials) with MS Topfoam Fresh.
In cases of heavy fouling, pre-wet the surfaces.

3

Spray the housing unit (and all associated materials) clean using a high-pressure jet and then rinse with
low-pressure water.

4

Disinfect the housing unit with MS Megades Novo, to kill all remaining microorganisms.

5

Rinse the housing unit (and all associated materials) with clean water and allow it to dry.

6

A low-pathogen environment. The housing unit is ready for use again.

Use biocides safely. Read the label and product information before use.

MS Topfoam range
There are three types of MS Topfoam available. The table below shows the differences clearly.
MS Topfoam Fresh
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Livestock farmers share their experiences

Arjan Berghuis NL, Westdorp

Pig farmer

We began using MS Topfoam Fresh when, during a farm expansion, we had problems
with Clostridium. With the help of MS Schippers’ hygiene specialist, we devised a plan
to tackle it. You can realise a lot of improvement through cleaning and decontaminating
your housing. Previously we had 20% of our animals doing poorly because of
Clostridium, and it was only 5% after we took action.

Bennie en Heleen Aarts NL, Nederweert-Eind

Goat farmers

We chose MS Topfoam Fresh because of the speed and simplicity of application and
the thorough cleaning produced by the foam’s soak-in action. A visibly clean milking
parlour is not good enough. Since we have been paying more attention to hygiene, the
tank cell-count has dropped by 200,000 and the cell count went down from 6 to 3.
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